GENERAL INFORMATION
All lectures are given in English.
The deadline for online application for the Fall Semester is in
the middle of January.
All non EU/EEA/Switzerland citizens are required to pay
application and tuition fees.
Housing is guaranteed to all fee paying master students.
Scholarships: Prospective students can apply for
scholarships and financial assistance. See contact information
for links.
Residence Permit: Citizens of countries outside of
the EU/EEA require a residence permit from the Swedish
Migration Board to study in Sweden.You must be able to
prove that you have funds to support yourself while living in
Sweden.

Master’s Programme
in Physics:
Materials Theory

Living Cost: Living cost in Sweden depends on individual
lifestyle. A typical monthly budget information can be found in
https://studyinsweden.se/life-in-sweden/cost-of-living/.

UPPSALA TOWN
Sweden’s fourth largest town.
40 min to Stockholm and 20 min to the International airport
by train.
Uppsala can boast a very extensive bicycle path network and
aims at becoming the most bike friendly town in Sweden.
A student town with unique student societies which organize
various social and fun activities.
Wide array of opportunities to participate in all kinds of
sports through student nations or by local sports clubs.
Uppsala offers an assortment of museums, galleries, public
events and performances.

CONTACT INFORMATION
Web: http://uu.se/en/admissions/master
Email: masterprograms@uu.se
Skype: uppsala.university or uppsala.university2
Facebook: www.facebook.com/uppsalauniversity
Scholarships:
http://www.uu.se/en/admissions/scholarships/prospective-students
Pictures taken by Biplab Sanyal, Mikael Wallerstedt
Graphics design by Iulia Brumboiu
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”... more than just
balls and sticks!”

What is
materials theory?

Why study materials theory at
Uppsala University?

The fundamental goal of materials theory is to understand
materials properties in terms of the basic laws of physics,
i.e., quantum mechanics, and to make predictions of new
properties for specific applications.

A master’s degree in physics from Uppsala University with
specialization in materials theory will provide you with
a first class education, opening employment possibilities
across the world.

The research focus in materials theory lies in modeling,
predicting, and designing materials for daily life now and in
the future.

Uppsala University is well-known internationally and is
ranked among the top 100 higher education institutions
worldwide. Top researchers are invited for lectures and
collaborations including the Nobel laureates in connection
with the prize ceremony in Stockholm.

Our research is devoted to a wide range of topics within
materials and condensed matter physics. In particular we
are currently focused on ultrafast magnetization dynamics,
topological insulators, superconductivity, quantum
information theory, hydrogen storage, novel 2D materials,
molecular electronics, nano biotechnology, materials in
extreme environments, ”materials genome” studies, solar
cells, organic batteries and solar fuel production, soft x-ray
spectroscopy. In addition, we have developed a number of
computational methods and atomistic codes as tools to
address a huge variety of questions.

Uppsala has a rich and vibrant student life. The student
nations in addition to several cultural festivities make
Uppsala a very special town.

The master´s thesis will be related to one of these topics.
As a master´s student you will participate in our seminar
series highlighting our ongoing research.

Today, materials theory has evolved into a truly
complementary discipline to experimental materials
science, able to tackle problems at the forefront of
physics, chemistry, engineering, even life sciences, both in
academia and in industry.

The master´s studies will take place in an international
environment with international teachers who are active
researchers in one of the largest materials theory groups
worldwide. Uppsala University has exchange programs
with more than 400 universities in the world, and the
Materials Theory Division has with the University of São
Paulo in Brazil.

“Ready to become part
of the research forefront?
Welcome to Uppsala!”
Susanne Mirbt
Head of Materials Theory Division

Andreas Korn
Master’s Programme Coordinator

More details about our research can be found here:
http://www.physics.uu.se/research/materials-theory

With a master´s thesis in materials theory you show a
competence that makes you attractive both within the
academic research community and industry. Companies
that have hired students with a thesis in materials theory
are for example ABB,Volvo, Sandvik and Sony-Ericsson.

Courses
Year 1: Introductory course, Symmetry and Group
Theory, Solid State Physics, Quantum Mechanics advanced
course, Computational physics, Many body theory, Density
Functional Theory I, Magnetism.

“Choosing among the many
courses offered, tailor your
own Master’s degree!”

Topics of Research

Year 2: Hands-on electronic structure calculations,
Density Functional Theory II, Statistical Physics advanced
course, elective specialization courses. Master´s thesis.

“I enjoy the warm atmosphere
of the Materials Theory Division,
where education and research
are closely linked.”
Raquel Esteban Puyuelo,
Master’s Student
Materials Theory Division

